Define the Word

Parent Directions: Have your child read the sentence and choose the word that fits the definition in parentheses. Have your child write the correct word in the blank to complete the sentence.

1. Sunny’s ___________ (word that means “picture in words”) of the race was very exciting.
   description scribble subscription

2. The ___________ (word that means “note at the end”) at the bottom of the letter told the time of the meeting.
   manuscript postscript prescription

3. The witness gave a ___________ (word that means “believable”) description to the police.
   credence accredit credible

4. The committee asked if the job applicant had all of her ___________ (word that means “evidence that someone is deserving of credit or belief”) in order.
   discredit credentials credence

5. Many toys are ___________ (word that means “made by hand”) overseas.
   factoried benefactored manufactured

6. The city planners ___________ (word that means “drew around”) the downtown area on their maps.
   circumscribed scribbled prescribed
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